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It is needless to emphasize here· that the Sh6s6in JE ~~ of Nara is the 

treasure-house of the world, and that the culture of the T'ang dynasty, 

which the treasures preserved in that Imperial Reposit_ory · reflect, was 

blended. with cultures of such western countries as Persia, the Eastern Roman 

Empire,. India, etc. However; the traces of these western cultures ,are mostly 

hidden underneath the Chinese culhue, Which was at the height of development 

then, and naturally t~ey ate not immediately evident to ·the casual observer; Such_ 

being the case, though visito_rs to the Sh6s6in are usually struck ~1th something 

exotic when viewing the treasures, it i_s often hard for them to. poin! out,speci.6.cally 

the coilcealed western elements. It 'is my humble intention, within the limited 

scope of this short article, to poirit out some of the outstanding examples and trace 

through them the interchange of eastern arid western cultures. \ 

Let us first ch?ose two or. three 'examples of receptacles, Preserved in the 

South Section ~£.the Sh6s6in are three small gilt bronze cups, oblong and foliated 

into eight lobes i,,i!"/\iltJ~,c (Plate 1-r). It measures 166 mm. in length and 45 

mm. in height, and is prOvided wi_th a low fooi-:rim. it presents a floral shape in 

eight lobes, the long indentations, one on _either side, on· the insid~ ~ttra_cting our 

atte'ntion.1> A similarly sh~ped receptacle is to be found in the Middle Section 

1) s·ee Tdyei ShukOJi!i.i;~:3/t;, Vol. V. 
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also. It is a green glass cup.foliated into twelve lobes ,l!/d,ittfll+ = all J,t j;f (Plate 

Being of flot_al .shape in twelve lobes, there are tw~, instea~, of one, i~deilta-

tions on 'eithe~ sid'e on th~ iflside. The e~tedor ls co~ered with"· a cut seaweed 

design ··arid ne~·r th~· Upper rim, o~· eith~r' side, the. shape of a_ fish}or rabbit) is' cut in 

relief. The cup iS' beaUtiful,' With the· detbrationS -◊.b.the eXtefior showing through. 

It me_asures 133 mm. in extreme length, and 45 mm. in height.11 The former is 

called an oblong eight-lobed cup ]\ all J,t j;f and the latter an oblong_ twelve-lobed 

cup+= EiiJ-:&::tF, but the .naines'·they -no·W ·bear must have been given to them in 

later years for convenience, and we do' not know their original names. 

As we do n_ot find similarly shaped objects among the receptacles in our 

country prior to the'·Nara period, we may assU.me that these receptacles Were not 

original with our people. On the other hand, we must admit that they existed in 
.· '' . . 

~hina in face or' the fact that siniilady shaped receptacles of the T'a~g dynasty in 

gold,· silver o~· gilt bronze have been excavated in China in recent years. To men

tion one or two e~aIDples~ attention may be called to the eight:-Iobed, :flower-shiped 

silver cup with the design of a pair of carp in the late Eumorfopoulos collection 

in L.ondon. (Plate II-i), The ins"ide is decorated. with t~e design of carp, one on 

either side .P1ace9 Opposite\ each other in reverse. It is. provided with an eight

lobed floral foo_t-rhn, Similar in shape ,to tha(of_ the cup. The extreme length of 
. . . ' ' . ' . 

the _silver cup measures 175 mm. and the height~ 70 mm.2l 

· The gilded eight-lobed silver cup decorated with human figures and flowers 

(Plate JI-2) in the possession of the Metropolitan Museum of New York is of a 

type very similar. to· the examples ment.ioned above. The cup is decorated on the 

inside with human figures, disporting fowl, and flowering plants incised and ham-

meted.. Its extreme length is 133 mm. and the height, 70 mm." Judging from 
\· . 

1) See ·Sh6-s6in Zurol{it IEii" ~ OOJ 11!:, :voL VIL This catalogue. contains a number of photo

graphic reprodut~ions. of various phases of this oblong cup. 

2) See T6·s6 Seika Jg5Rffi~, (SelCct Relics of the T'ang and Sung Dyn.i.sties in Europe and 

America) European Section. 

3) Ditto. American Section. • 
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the technique shown in "the cup, there is hardly any doubt as to its being the pro

duct of the T'ang dynasty. However, this type of vessd was not -confined -to the 

,T'ang dynasty of China: its·existence may be traced fu:i:~her west .. We may-note 

in this connection that a group of. silver vess.els, containing two silver cups as 

shown in Plate III (1-2); was discovered a little over one hundreq years ago at 

Choniak:ow, a mountain village in. Ostrog in the region of Volhynia on the eastern 

frontier of Poland. q_ne of these. two silver cups_ ~elongs· to the Czartoryski 

Museum of Cracovia, and is of floral shape with 'twelve lobes; decorated with a 

design of human figures, running animals, and. floral scrolls. Its extreme length 

measures about. 2 7 3 mm. and its height about 60 mm. The o_ther cup belongs to 

Mr. Khanenko of Kiev. This. is foliated into eight lobes, ai1d decorated with the 

dd'sign of a pair of deer and winged anii~als under a- tree. This also measures 

about 273 mm. in extreme length and slightly over 60 inm. in height. Both ary_ 

similarly made, the design being executed mainly .by chasing. Judging from the 

standpoint of design, the cup with twelve lobes belongs to the Indo-:Sassanian type 

and the one with eight lobes to the Indo-Scythian. They both' appear to have been 

produced about the 7th century A. b,1l. Perhaps they were made in Persia under 

the ·Sassanian dynasty o.:i; in the neighbourhood of that country. 

This particular type of ;receptacle was unknown to Egypt, Assyria, Get"eece -and 

the other countries of the yrest. However, the existence of_ oval cups-in China 

from the most ancient period has beeff' proven beyond the shadow of a doubt by 

the evidence furnished by documents and artifacts. 21 Such being the case, the.re is 

a strong possibility that the eight-lobed or twelve-lobed cups were developed from 

the oval ones of China. Thus the silver cups excavated in roland. may have been 

made by taking the oblong Chinese c·ups as a model. But I- wish to reserve for 

the time being this assumption,· owing to my limited knowledge of the 

artifacts of the west. However that may be, it is a matter of deep foterest to 

I) Piotr Bienkow~ki: 0 Skarbie Srebrnym z Chonial(owa na Wolyniu. (Swiatowit, _: Tom. XIII) 

2) "On the Shape and Use of Chinese Cups" by the author. (1vfinzoku !if:lm Vol. 2, No. 6.) 
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obServe that in the 8th century A. D: this shape of receptacle was widely distr_ibut..:. 

ed over the ·world,· reaching as far as Ja pan in the east and Poland in the west. 

There is in the North Section of the Sh6s6in a.well-known lacquered ewer on 

a bamboo-basket foundation, commonly called shikkohei /.iti'illJf!L. It is about 425 

mm. in beight, and is decorated in the style of inlay known as silver heidatsu :IR 21" 

[It, the desigri consisting of deer in pairs, flowers, birds and insects. It is provided 

with a slender bow-like handle similarly made.· The mouth, together with the lid, 

forms a bird's head, the lid being chained to the handle.11 (Plate IV0 1) Like the 

white bronze ewer with dragon-head design S j~ ii~ 1:l" 7J(jf!L in .the Ifl)perial House' 

hold collection, originally ,from the Horyuji M6nastery, thi_S lacqU.ered. ewer• is 

teeniing with western feelings in design and decoration. The white gla.s~ eWer S 

liiE½!ilJf!L, about 273 mm. in height, in the Middle Section is similar in shape to the 

above:-ri1"entioned·ewers.3l (Plate J17-2) 

The name ko-hei liJl jjJL is mentioned in the Todaiji Kenmotsttcho JI[* sl' ilJUWJ t)Jk 

the original. memoraridum of dedication to. the TOdaiji, and it -goes without saying 

that it was ,called·.so in the Nara p~riod (8th century). Furthermore, this shape· of 

receptacles.was more than'Iikely to have been brought into th)s. country' at the same 

time as its name. In the An La Shan Shih-chi 51:ffmUHIHJl'[, Vol. 1, by YAoJu

NENG id~ &tm ofthe"T·'ang dynasty a mention is made.of a l~rge •silver __ ko-hei des

cribed as chin-fa (gold inlay) 1i)jj 7( 61.lUi/Hf!L and a small ko-hei described as c!Jin° 

yoo (ceramic?) silWlf*ilfNl}IJl. Perhaps these two ewers were somewhat similar in 

shape to the oneS we have already described. In recent years· this type of Ceramic 

;,yare·has been exCa\ra.ted in._ hrge numbers in China, some beiJ?.g -decorated with 

three-coloure9, glazes, :with the design in relief. Though with a plain surface, the 

white ceramic ewer in tbe design of a phoenix-heais ,!Ji jfil\ § 7J(jf!L (height 284 mm.) 

in the Imperial Household Museum in Tokyo, originally from. the Yokokawa 

r} See Sh6sdin Zuroku,.Vol~If. 

2) SceHoryu.ji 6/i..~irmii;t;)!,l~*!tt, VoLXI. 

3} See:Sli{fr6in Zurok·u, Vol. VII. 
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collection, is a superb example.u (Plate IV-;) That this type of ewer was 

in · use in Hsi Y ii g:§ JJJ.x (Central Asia) in the T'ang dynasty is plainly shown by the 

.wall painting (Fig. 1) found in the region ofldyqutsahri.2l Not only so, but the 

head of the deer with the flower-shaped antlers, on the lid of the ewers shown, is 

similar to .that of the embossed reindeer (Fig. 2) on the gilded silver platter with 

edges slightly foliated into six lobes ~ il 7E ~ kept in the South Section of the 

· Shosoin. 3l This is interesting. As this type of design was formerly unknown in 

China, it plainly shows the result of western influence. 

Fig. I Fig. 2 

The ko-hei (Chinese hu-p'ing) M mi,, as the name suggests, without doubt 

originated in Persia or then;abouts.4' Take for instance the Persian relics of the 

Sa~sanian dynasty. The bronze ewer in the Polowtzoff collection in Leningrad 

bears a resemblance in shape to the lacquered ewer in the Shosoin, and the design 

of the winged horses on it may be compared, as every one knows, to that on the 

above-mentioned white bronze ewer in the Imperial Household collection. 5' 

1 ) See Tokyo T eishitsu Hakubutsukan Zuroku JI( ]ft W £ ~~fr: fm ~. Vol. IV, No. 12. 

2) A. Griinwedel: Altbuddhistische Kultstiitten in Chinesische-Turkistan s. 334-

3) A perfect photograph of this floral platter has not yet been published. It will be included in 

the Shosoin ZuPoku to be published soon. 

4) The race designated as" Hu" i'i)l in the T'ang dynasty meant mainly Iran. See Toyo Bunko 

Ronso No. 4. "Studies of Costumes as Observed in the Paintings Discovered. in Chinese Turkestan" 

by the aut.hor. See page 76. 

5) F. Sarre: Die Kunst des A/ten Asien. Also Chuta Ito: "On the Origin of the Nara Design." 

(Kokogaku Zasshi Vol. 3, Nos. 5 and 6.) 
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Consider also the bronze ewer (Plate IV-4) which measures about 303 mm. in 

height, in the Sarre collectio~ in the . Kaiser Friedrich Museum in Berlin.1l It is 

plain and in shape closely resembles the white glass ewer in the Shosoin Repository. 

There are a great many examples of ko-hei, but we refrain from dealing with others 

in order to avoid complications. 

In the Middle Section of the Repository there are a number .of gla~s objects. 

Besides the green glass dish foliated into twelve lobes and the glass ewer in pitcher

shape, both already mentioned, there are the, following four receptacles: a dark

blue glass--cup {f,ltf;-fE~ xr- with a silver pedestal, measur.ing I 12 mm. ~p height (f.ig. 

Fig. 3 

3) ; a wide, shallow glass vessel with a tall foot 

S ~~~ #, a glass bowl S f;-fE3:~,Ij}g, and a bl~e 

glass jar mlf~~~- They undoubtedly are im

ported objects, but their provenance is not certain. 

It is difficult to decide whether they were made in 

China or in one of the western countries, and. 

coming to Ja pan through China. That some glass 

ware was imported into China from further west in 

the Chin Dynasty (265-420 A. D.) is plain from the following passage concerning , 

the difficulty of their importation in the Liu Li Wen Fu ~ m :I:~~' an ode to a glass 

bowl, by P'an Ni r-ffi: ffi : 

"Across dangerous deserts, over the precipitous Great Pamir . ... " 

However, later in the 5 th century A. D., in the reign of Shih Tsu iit"jfIEl in the later 

Wei dynasty a fairly' good quality of glass receptacle came to be made in China, as · 

recorded in the Shi Yii section ~t&:,fl:!;t: of the Wei Shu !tl!: which is to the follow

ing effect: 

"At the time of Shi Tsu ifl jfIEl a merchant of Ta Yiieh Shih Kuo* J:1 .13;: ~~ 

traded in ~he capital. He spoke of his ability to · make glass of five colours by 

1) Ibid. 
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smelting stone. Thereupon ore was gathered from the.mountains and smelted 

in the city. ;Results were obtained. The lustre of the glass objects made was 

more beautiful' than that of those which came from the west. A crystal palace 

large enough to accommodate more than o~e hundred persons was constructed 

at the Imperial command. The light and colol!lr shining through the building 

looked beautiful. So much so that .all those who gazed upon ·it marvelled and 

believed it to be the work of the gods. Henceforth the value of glass went 

down in the country, and the people no longer regarded it as a rarity." 

Thus as here recorded, the Chinese came to produce glass objects with sufficient 

success to ·stop further imp·ortation from the time of Shih Tsu, and the price was · 

naturally lowered. · Later glass manufacturing declined, bu't in • the Sui , dynasty 

(5 89'.._618 A. D.) the technique was revived and the secret of the art was bequeathed 

to the T'ang dynasty. Some foreign ar!isans must have been working there, and 

with the general advancement of arts and crafts the glass-making art must have 

made some headway. Such being the case, no one can swear that the glass objects. 

in the Sh6s6in were not made in China. Especially does the green glass jar re

semble in shape the -cuspidors in use in China from the time of the Han dynas_ty. 

We also know that the shape of the large tall glass dish is of the same type as 

the pedestalled clay dish of ancient times. Furthermore, the metal open-work 

(Fig. 4) on the silver foot of the above-mentioned deep blue glass cup reveals the 

Fig. 4 

Chinese honeysuckle design. All these points somehow in

dicate the possibility of their being Chinese products of the 

T'ang dynasty.11 Putting aside the question of the makers,

the above-mentioned glass · ewer of pitcher-shape and the 

deep-blue glass- cup as well are thoroughly vvestern in type. 

, Consider for a mo1:1ent the foot of the cup. A long, slender 

foot with an entasis in the· middle and expanding at the base, 

1) ~ See Shosoin Zur_oku, Vol. VII. 
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such as shown in Plate IV-1 ahd Figure 3, is not. to be found in Chinese recept.icles 

before the Six Dynasties :r, '/11 (265-5 89 A. D.), though it is the type commonly 

seen in Roman glass receptacles. and Persian silver utensils. · This. type of tall 

foot found in the rece·ptacles of th~ T'ang dynasty, it must be _acknowledged, 

shows we_stern influence. It may not be generally known, but gold and silver 

utensils' came into vogue in Cht!).a e,specially in the T'ang dyna,sty. The following 

passage in the An Lu Shan Shih-chi 'Ji: ffrfl< i.D ,J lllt, Vol. 1, affords a glimpse of condi

tions then existing: 

"Fo'od, i11,Cen·se and medicine were giv~n by the Emperor to An Lu Shan 

togetP,er with. the gold and silVer receptacles .in whi~h they were Served. This 

happef.l.ed· again and again _so that the rec_eptacles accumu,late~ mote: than cap, be 

counted." 

As we have already stated, ma:l'J gold, silver_and·gilt bronze reteptacles, which 

may-be accepted:as products of the T'ang dynasty, have been d~!,COVeted i~ China 

in recenf years. And not a f~w of these possess a tall foot such_ as the one· des crib

. ed above. 11 Perhap·_s a_mong the uppe:t-das_s people in the reign of the-Ei:nperor 

Hsiian Tsl.lng :P; ffe tall, pede_~talled glass cups, as well is gold and silver ones, may, 

have been used. : There is a passage to the following· effect in the Side I-Iistotj' of Yang 
' ' . ' ' ' 

T'ai Chlnti!J;l,(j!,;yt-j,//;: 

"T'ai Chell has a poali ch'i-pao lJJp'i/1 {; 'l1t (glass cloisonne ?) cup and filled it 

with grape-wine donated b_y Hsi Liang Chou j)tjj)j( f[-j." 

Though the passag"e does not_describe the shape of.the cup, the exotj_c ,flavour 

is vary evident aS befitting the T'ang Court where An Lu· Shan and Shih SSu Ming 

!:1:: ,'G', a}j. from Hu M were so .influential: 

Let us next take one or two relics Of the T'ang dynasty found in the western 

1) Two similar pedestalled cups were found from under the main altar of the Kofukuji ~if@i~f: 

temple in Nara_. One was silver gilded; the foot missing. The other was gilt bronze. ;Both were in

cised with a design of birds and floral scrolls_. These are Counted among the most authentic materials. 

See Mosaku Ishicla: Tempyo ChihO (Tr.easures of the 7th and 8th Centuries Excavated in•Japah) 

Published by the Imperial Hciusehold Museum in Tokyo. 
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part of Asia and very closely related to certain objects in the Imperial Repository, 

Sh6s6in. We all know that the Repository preserves a"large number of ceramic

ware specimens with the so-called three-coloured glazes of the Trang dynasty. 

Tht;:re are twenty-five bowls, twenty-nine plates and dishes, a vase, a drum-body, 

etc. Their provenance is still disputed; whether they were made in Japan or im

potted from China, So of course, it is impossible for me to decide. Yet we know 

that the body of these cefamic pieces in the Sh6s6in is not uniform: the clay used 

for the bowls and the vase is greyish-white mixed with fine grains of sand, while· 

that of the drum-body is pale pink. The lead glazes of green, yellow and brown 

are used together in but few instances, the majority of cases being in two colours. 

In this respect they. are not de.fferent from the ordinary three-coloured type of 

ware of the T'ang dynasty._ It is to be ·wondered at that while there are so "many 

of these ceramic examples preserved in the Sh0s6in, not a single piece is preserved 

in any of the temples or private collections, except two : one in the Baron Masuda 

collection-a small ceramic dish said to have been excavated at TO-no-mine in 

Ja pan; arid the other, some potteries in three col.ours recently discovered at- the 

site of the Temple SU.fukuji in Omi province. We have not heard of any other 

discovery. In recent years glazed potteries of the Nara period have been discover

ed from time to time, but almost all of them have·; dark-grey body, known as 

iwaz'be *'f 3t, covered with green glaze; none of them are of the three-colour type.11 

The ceramics in the Repository may have been specially imported from China, 

or a closer examination in better light may show them to be Japanese make. 

However that may be, -no one will disagree with .me when I assert that these 

ceramics show a technique similar to that of the three-coloured T'ang dynasty 

wares. 

While I was staying in Berlin I had occasion w, see pieces of pottery excavated 

at Samara in West Asia by M+. Sarre. Among them I saw a few pieces with a 

green glaze mottled on a white ground. Their striking resemblance to the pieces 

I) Ibid. 
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in the Sh6s6in startled me. The Samara period lasted there from A. D. 838 to 883, 

corresponding to the period of time in the T'ang dynasty extending from the reign 

of the Emperor Wen Tsung )tj'f< (827-841) to that of the Emperor Hsi Tsung f.'lf 

jf:; (874-889). .According to·Mr. Sarre's own version, .these particular pieces were 

found on the site of the Imperial Palaces of Samara. This leads us to conj.ecture 

that these may have beem tranSported from China.Ji This is .yet another proof 

that the three-coloured T'ang pottery was widely- appreci~ted; in the east as well as 

"in the \vest, in the , 8th and 9th Centuries.' Still another examples will be _shown 

below. 

Everybody knows that there are preserved in the Sh6s6in- a, nurpber of large 

mirrors more than.- 30 c:m. in dianieter, besides the eight-lobed mirror with design 

of bir~S, animals and fl.Owers· on _the back (Plate V---,---1) which measures -over_ 64 cm. 

in diameter." \Xlh_en' I-visited Constanti.µople} Turkey, some;. ye3.rs._ago, to· my great 

ama.z_ement I came acros-s, a-large T'ang mirror among-the e:x:hlbits of the Isramian 

art in a_ special building of the National 1v[useum. This mirror measured about' 67 

cni. across, just about 3 cm. larg~r _than the- above-ment_ion~d eight_-lobe_d mirror in 

the Repository, It was of white bronze having an fron ring, attache_d. to the knob. 

It was labeled "Petsfa:1 Shield;" and I was told that.it had ~een excavated in Jerusa

lem. I then reqi.1ested the difector to send me a photograph of it" ~s I was a_ travel-. 

ler hurrying through the- country, but this I never received, to my gi;-eat regret. 

Fortunately, however, a friend of mine, Mr.-Teruo, Akiyama, visited that museurri 

a few years later, .-and was· able_ to take a rubbing.of the mirr~n W.hic? he br_ought 

back.21 Within the inner circle, atound the knob, oh the ~ac;k, there are pho_enixes 

and lions, two each, placed alterna:ely. In the outer zone are founcl running beasts, 

birds in flight, and flowers and birds intermingled as in a kaleidoscope. The nar

row .zone along th~ border was als.o · filled with designs in .flowers and bird_s in a 

1 ) , Mailzo Nakao; Ancient Chinese Cer·amics of Hsi YU 1ffi tt Type. See the accounts on three• 

coloured pottery exca vat.ed in Samara. 

2) See ShOsOin Zuroku, Vol. I). Also Teruo Akiyama: "On Rare Large T'ang Mirror in 

Turkey." (HO-un ~~Vol. 5) 
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row (Plate V-2). Judging from the nature of the design and from the size~ this 

mirror gives us the feeling that it might have been sneaked out of our Sh6s6in. 

No one will dispute the fact that this mirror was a product of China. Perhaps it 

was taken to Jerusalem by a Saracen from China in the 7th or 8th century. 

Let us now take examples from the gaming sets kept in the Sh6s6in. There 

are several sugorokt,t (Chinese shuang-lu) -~ t\ (~ l!lli) boards. In addition, there are 

some of the accessories, such as dice, dice-boxes and pieces.1l This game.was in 

vogue in the 8th century in J apan1 as well as in China, but its origin is not 

sufficiently clear. Ts'ao Chih -i!tra of the Wei !!ii! dynasty (220-,265) is sometimes 

credited with its jnvention, but the guess is of course doubtful. There exists a 

passage in the Kuo Shih Pu ii l!'.trll by L1 CHAO 'J"lii• of the T'ang dynasty to the 

following effect: 

"There is now a game called chang-hang ;&:q'T, which is-very popular. The 

paraphernalia of this game consists of a board, black and yello\v- _pieces, fifteen 

each, and two dice -to be cast. It is played after the method of 1v!'-sh110-tim_ 

which is a modification of shuang-!u !Ji!.' [lili (backgammon). The Empress Wu j\l] 

"R_ Ji\: Fo once dreamed that she was unable to win the game of backgammon. Ti 

Liang Kung :Iifdr?: 0 declared that there was no tzu -=r~ (refe'rring to the backgam

mon pieces and insinuating at the same time that there was no child) in the palace. 

Later people devise_d chang huang in its place." 

The top of the backgammon board is marked wi[h_ a passage in the middle 

crosswise, and on.either side of it twelve passages running lengthwise. In playing 

the game one shakes two dice in a box and throws them, and according to the 

nu'rober of the dots turned up ·the black and white pieces; fifteen ~ach, are moved 

and the game is settled. The name chang huang, according to the explanation given 

in the KNo Shih Pu ~ ~1ffi, seems on the whole similar to backgammon, which in 

turn developed from wu shtto, the origin of ,Vhich in China is unknown._ There is a 

paSsage in the art section of the Wei Shu~ It which may be interpreted as follows:· 

1) See ShosOin Zuroku, Vols. I and VIII. 
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"Kao Kuang Tsung r\'1,:1/t*, ofFou Yang /'HJ, played ch'u p'u ~nil well, 

amj Li Yu Hsii $Ml'f, of Ch'ao Kuo Mji], and Ch'iu A Nu li:[\li)/VZ, ofLo

Yang /il- f~, were both skilled in wu shou ti, ~- This is a foreign game .which was 

imported recently. It is said that a £;reign king had a younger brother, who 

was about to be executed fot some crime he had committed: While 1n jail he 

devised this game and presented it tO the king, thinking that the death was easy 

when left alone, and that he· might be detained to teach the game, It became a 

very fashionable game sinc.e the time of Shih Tsung ii!:*·" 

Froin this it may be known that wu-shuo was- a foreign game introduced into 

China in the late Wei dynasty, and that it became a specially fashionable game from 

the time of Shih Tsung. To our great regret we confess ':1e are unable to 

ascertain the name of the foreign country to whose king .reference is made.in the 

quotation. Furthermore, we are ufiable-to .determine whether ivu-shou is a Chinese 

name, or the Chinese rendering of a foreign tf:rm. As the data necessary to enable 

us tO_ trace the development of backgammon is lacking; unfortunatelj, we must 

leave the· investigation of its origin to ano_ther occasion. Here let us add a few 

words concerning the dice used in playing backgammon. 

The character f~r i 0ou fl.]J stands for another t'ou 'Wt meaning dice. 1 In the Yen 

Fan Lu 11Q~ffi by CH"ENG' TA CH'ANG f:¥.7( ~ of th~ Sung dynasty is written, "It 

was originally written as t'ou tt:and later changed to t'ou Ef.l. T'ou. f¾'. (to throw), 

tou ~ (dice), and tou ID{ (head) require different characters, but they- have the same 

pronunciation (in Japanese pronounced t6), the name derived from the meaning 

"to throw." As the dice were usually carved from bone, the character for bone.,~· 

was used as the radical in forming the new. character t'ou ~- Originally, -before 

the Six Dynasties, the Chinese games did not use dice with six faces, Previous to 

this, a wooden die was used in the shape of an apricot-stone called wu-mu E.·*, 

with one surface black and the other white and-five of these were thrown together 

in orde.t to get the number.11 The dice with six faces, marked with dots, one· to 

I) After Yen Fan Lu i'ffi(~~ by Ch'.;ng Ta Ch'ang :¥£*~of the Sung dynasty. 
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six on each, perhaps entered China from the west with wu-shuo or shuang-lu 

(backgammon). 

According to the Todaiji Kenmotsucho there were II6 pairs, and 1 single dice, 

totalling 2 3 3 dice, when the dedication was made to the Daibutsu, the Vairocana 

Buddha. In addition, there were two pairs of unfinished dice. But today there re

main only six, three of which are reprnduced in Fig. 5, 1-3. They are all carved 

Fig. 5-r Fig. 5-2 

, from ivory, the dots being filled with black lacquer, and the largest measuring 

about 17 mm .. cube. I 40 not know of any authentic ancient die discovered in 

China proper, but Sir Aurel Stein of England has discovered in the region of Miran 

one bone die 15 mm. cube.11 (Fig. 5 .-4) He also discovered three wooden ones 

about 12 mm. cqbe each in the region of Mazar-tagh.21 (Fig. 5-5) Perhaps these 

dice are the relics of the T'ang dynasty. 

Similar die~ were very popular in ancient Greece artd Rome, and a nurpber of 

these specimens are kept in the British Museum and elsewhere. I too. possess a 

st_one die which may be accepted as dating from the Roman period (Fig. 5-6). 

Herodotus gives credit to the Lydians for inventing · the dice, and old specimens 

r) A. Stein: Serindia, Pl. LI. 

2 ) A. Stein: Innermost Asia, PI. VI. 
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are often found in the western pa1t of Asi_a. These- considerations incline us. to 

believe somehow that the origin of the di_ce is in Asia. 11 Even in India dice are 

ment_ioned- in Rig-Veda. Though we are ·not cert;:iin as to the· route which 

the six-sided dice took in rolling from the east to the west, o-r.-vice versa, it•is.very 

interesting to note that we have to go far to the west when we are· tracing the 

origin of the dice of th~ Nara period. 

It is not only in the case of d:!;e, but also in not a few of the musical instru-
• 

ments which ar~ preserved lJ?.·· the-Imperial_ RepcisitOry. that we have to· go so far ·as 

to West Asia_I()r their origin,,.aS _l).as _already b_een_ s_ajd frec)_uertt~y. While we are 

about it, I.may be allowed to-make. one or two Observations he.re. ~ The following 

musical instruments in the Sh6s6in are highly exotic i~ 1:he· impression which they 

give: the kugO ~~' the genkan IDCffi)t and the biWµ ff g. The kttgo (pronounced 

k'ung-hou in Chinese) is .mentioned in the Feng Ch'an Shu 'EJ· iiil1'l!F of the Shih-chi J<: ~~ 
and we learn that .fr was made when- the Ernpe.ror Wu--1i_··JEt_~jf (B. C. 140-86) of 

the Han dynasty enshrined Tai I Hou T'u_ :k.Z I,';:±- Ftdti\ ~his we may know 

that the kugo was already in use in the Han dfn~sty. It is 3.1s o mentioned in the 

_s'ecti,on dealing with mllsical instrurr.ents in the Shih Ming f,e~ 45 by LIU Hsr iu i!Jm 
of the Later Han dy1iasty (A. D. 25-2~0). The passage is·to the foll_owfng effect: 

"K'ung-hou W~ wa; made by Shih Yen frp M;·, and it prOdu-Ces.a soft amorous 

- music. Later it appeared in place of, C?bscene music; and was favoured' by a 

marquis of~'ung Kuo·-~/@.'' 

Thus we have refere1J:ce tO a marquis of K'ung Kuc'.> Wlio Was.fond of this in

strument. Again it is referred to by YrNG ·Sr-!Ao ff~'HiJJ i:ri'his F6ng _,!u T'ung )l f~:@ 
deallng•with the_manhers and customs of the people, to the· follOWing effect: 

"K'uni,-hott is also called ·k'an-hou· :YcW€:- When the Emperor Wu Ti 

enshrined the Heaven and the Earth on 11t. T'ai Shan, he had a musician named 

Hou T'iao 1'~~ make k'an-hou, fashioning it after the ch'in ~- ·· The words of the 

r) See" Die" in Encyclopedia Britannica. 
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• song harmonized with the chop, .chop tune. Hou suffixed his own name hou in 

forming the name of this instrument." 

Thus Ying Shao substituted k'an-hou #(~ for k'ung-hou ~~- and explains that 

the instrument obtained its name from the chop, chop sound it. produces. Need

less to say that this .is a farfetched interpretation. The difficulty lies in the inter

pretation of the Chinese characters for k'ung-hou. Professor Pelliot of France has 

compared k'ung-hou to the Turkish word qobuz.1l Whether this is right or not is 

another matter, but it was wise of him to seek out a similar sounding word in a 

foreign language. 

Whatever the origin _of the name of this instrument, we may enquire next what 

might have been the form of k'ung-hO,f1 (kugq) of the Han dynasty? We are unable 

to ascertain whether it looked. similar to the k'ung-hou of the T'ang dynasty, as no 

Han specimen is forthcoming and as there is no trace of one even in the stone bas-

relief of that period. Moreover, it is rather strange that this stringed instrument 

Fig. 6 

should be represented by two characters, ku ~ and go :m, both 

with bamboo tJ as the radical. 

Putting aside this question for a while, the examples of the 

kugo in the Sh6s6in (Fig. 6) are the s-o-called vertical kugo, re

garding-which the musical section ~~~of the Chiu T'ang Shu 

It ff! ~ contains a passage to the following effect : 

"The vertical k'ung-hou is a foreign musical instrument. 

The Emperor Ling Ti - ~ (168-189 A. D.) of the Later Han 

dynasty was fond of it. It is curved and long, having twenty-three strings. It 

was played with both hands, being held close to the chest vertically." 

This typ·e of stringed instrument may be discerned in the scene at the banquet 

given by Ashurbanipal, the king of Assyria, as shown in Figure, 7.2l This goes to 

I) P. Pelliot: "Le ~~ k'ong-heou et le Qobus." (Sinological studies published in Commemora
tion of Dr. Naito's Sixtieth Birthday). 

2 ). H. R. Hall: Babylonian and Assyrian Sc,ulpture in the British Museum. Pl. XLI-2. 
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(Central Asian) region. 
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prove that this kind of stringed musical i;1-

strument already existed in ancient times 

in Western Asia. • Under the c~rcumstances 

we cannot doubt the theory that the 

stringed instrument of. this type originated 

in the west.11 As the kugo was counted 

among the principal musical instruments in 

Kao Ch'ang ?@jg\ (Turfan), Kuei Tzu ~ :tk 

(Kuchah) and Su Lo i5fE ~YJ (Kashgar), it is 

not difficult to conjecture that it was 

fashionable at that time in the Hsi Yii 

Moreover, this instrument is represented in the following 

paintings and sculpture : the fragement of Buddhistic painting on silk discovered 

in the T'un Huang Cave Temple -~J~~ ~ by Sir Aureal Stein21 (Plate VII-1); 

the piece of fresco painting excavated at Kum-tura by Professor Le Coq of 

Germany, shown in Plate VII-2; and the wooden 

sculpture of a Bodhisattva collected at Kyzil by Pro-

fessor Le Coq, shown in Figure 8. These paintings, 

as well as the wooden figure playing on the instru

ment, d~te from the 7th or 8th century, and one cannot 

. · help noticing the striking resemblance which the ex

amples in the Sh6s6in bear to those represented in 

the above-mentioned paintings and sculpture. As we Fig. 8 

ponder upon this resemblance, do not these artifacts reflect the fact that, while the 

kugo in the Sh6s6in must either have come from China or been made after the 

1) Miyokichi Shimomura: "Regarding Kugo ~~." (Kokokai ~"ti !#, Vol. I, No. 12; Vol. II, 

Nos. 1 and 6; Vol. III, No. 1) Hisao Tanabe: Report of the Musical Instruments in the Shosoin. 

(Published by the Imperial Household Museum in Tokyo. Shuichi Goto: "Regarding Kugo -~ Z-i" 

(Kok9gaku Zasshi ~ "ti Jr, ??,tH.i, Vol. 20, Nos. 5 and 7). 

2) A. Stein: The Thousand Budd has. PI. XXX. 
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Chinese k'ung-hou, this instrument of Chinese make was reimported to the Hsi Yii 

region? 

Let us next consider the biwa :£6 ~- This instrunient was already known in 

the Bari dynasty by a name in two other character tlt 11:: of the same pronunc.iation. 

The musical instrument section of the Shih Ming fi-f, contiins a passage concern

ing bhva (Chi:tlese prn_noundation, p'i-pa) to the followi:qg effect: 

"The P'i-pa fJtiB originally came from a foreign coun\ry. It is played on 

horseback. When the hand is pushed forward in playing the action is called P'i, 
and when the hand is pulled back and lets go of the string the act!oll is called pa. 
The name\vas d~rived from these two motions in plajing." 

Thus from early times it was recognized as· foi:eign music. P'i--pa, like k'ung- · 

hou, is difficult to foterprete as Chinese words. Lru Hsr's ~j~ eiplanation of the 

p'i-pa cannot escape the criticism of being far-fetched, as his· ideas usually are.

Some of th~ European historians of inusic have traced the origin of the term to· 

bar bat in Persian, or bharbhe in Sanskrit, 31 Whether they are right o.r not is 

another matter, bU.t I think this a wise suggesti~n. 

There are about three kinds of Chinese biwa, as· eXplained by 1\{r_. Shigeo 

KrsH_IBE: the four-stringed· biwa, the genkan, and the five-stringed biwa. 41 The 

most common is the four-stringed, regarding which there is a passage in the T•img 

Tien lffitlilc by Tu Yu Hit to the following effects: 

"ln the instrument with a curved neck the size is somewhat larger. It 

came originaily from _a foreign land. According to vulgar tradition it was made 

in the Han dynasty. The instrument which partook of the regulations of the 

Ch'in a_nd Han dynasties was cilled ch"in-han *~the method used in both being 

applicable to it" 

There _are several biwa preserved in the Sh6s6in, including one in shitan-wood, 

1) Le Coq: Die Buddhostische SpJtantike Mittelasien II. Tafel 22. 

2) Ditto. I. Tafel 44. c. 

3) Shigeo Kishibe: "The Origin of Biwa." (Kokogaku Zasshi: Vol. 26, Nos. lO and 12.) 
4) Ibid. 
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inlaid with mother-of-pearl, which is almost one metre long.11 (Plate VI-I) The 

four-stringed biwa of China came through Hsi Yu from some country which we do 

not know. Yet as the instrument is represented on the, Sassanian silver plate2l 

Fig. 9 

shown in Figure 9, we know that there existed 

this kind of biwa in Persia from ancient times. 

Who knows but that it might have reached even 

China from Persia ? 

The second on the list of biwa is the genkan 

lvcffix (Chinese pronunc_iationyiian-hsien) to which 

reference is made in the T'ung Tien :im :Jtf!.. in the 

following strain : 

"Nowadays for pure music the p'i-Pa is 

played. In vulgar terms -it is called ch'in-

han-tzu * l1Ji -f-. It has a round body and a slender neck. It was copied 

after hsien-t'ao tl .iJ. Fu Hsu.an ,ft:1{ says that it has a round body, and a 

straight handle, and twelve bridges .... " 

The same book has another refrence : 

"Yiian-hsien is called also p'i-pa of Ch'in *· It has a longer neck than the 

one now used, and has thirteen bridges. Since YuAN HsrnN, one of the ' Seven 

Sages of the Bamboo Thicket,' is represented in the painting as playing a similar 

instrument, this was called by his name,yiian-hsien." 

This corresponds with those in the Shosoin, which contains two examples, one 
. . 

shown ~n Plate VI-2, and is made of shitan-wood and inlaid with mother-of-pearl 

·and measures one metre in.length. 3J This one corresponds with an item in the 

Todaiji Kenmotsucho, and makes it clear that this type of musical instrument was 

called genkan at that time. Actual ancient examples of this instrument are to be 

I ) See Shosoin Zuroku Vol. I. 

2) F. Sarre. cf. (14). 

3) See Shosoin Zuroku Vol. I. 
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found today only in the Shosoin. But the statuette of a wom~n in white marble1) 

reproduced in Fig. 10 which was excavated in China and belongs to the Tokyo 

• School of Art is represented as playing on a stringed in

strument identical with the genkan in the Repository. 

From this we • may know that such an .instrument was 

used in the T'ang dynasty. 

The history of the development of the genkan is not 

yet sufficiently clear. But the musical instrument which 

is . found portrayed on the fragment2l of wall painting 

purpo.rtedly dating from the 7th century, discovered by 

Fig. IO Professor Le Coq at Kyzil) is evidently a genkan. Perhaps 

such musical instrument has found its prototype in China. 

Let_ us now come to the third kind of biwa? namely, the five-stringed one. 

This instrument appeared much later than the other two already mentioned. 

According to the section on music in the T'ang Shu m•, the five...:stringed biwa 

became fashionable· after the time of Wen Hsiang Wang 3t ~ .:::E. in tlre N othern 

Ch'i ~ty£f (no-5 89 A. D.). It was:unknown in the Han dynasty. That it came to 

China from -a foreign country may be known from·the T'ung Ti~n iffi~ in which it 

is spoken of as follows : 

"The five-stringed p'i-pa is somewhat smaller. It came from a northern 

country." 

The Shosoin has a five-stringed .biwa of shitan-wood inlaid with mother-of

pearl, measuring 106 cm. in length.3l (Plate VI-3) This enables us to know the 

general appearance and full details of this interesting instrument. Moreover, upon 

its plectrum-guard of tortise-shell a foreigner, inlaid in mother-of pearl, is depicted 

riding on a camel and playing upon this instrument, thus deepening the western 

I) After Seigai Omura: Shina !3ijutsushi Chosohen Plates. 

2) Le Coq: Spi:itantike II. Tafel 2. 

3) See Sh6s6in Zuroku Vol. I. 
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flavour of the whole. 

A number of five-stringed biwa are depicted in the wall paintings of Kuchah 

of the 6th a-nd 7th centuries, an €xample of which is shown in Plate VII-4. 11 They 

Fig. II 

rriay also be found in the wall painting of 

Ajanta Cave in far-off India (Fig. II).21 

Perhaps, as Mr. Kishibe explains, the biwa 

may have· come from India across Kuchah 

to China at the time of the Late Wei ~ft 

(6th century). A further investigation is 

required regarding the origin of the biwa, 

but do not these relics specifically 
1
prove that 

this same instrument was in fashion in 

China, Central Asia, and even as far as Persia and India at the time of our Nara 

period? 

There are a number of other objects in the Sh6s6in which reveal elements not 

altogether peculiar to the Far East. Leaving aside the objects themselves, 

let us take a glimpse at some of their designs. The designs shown bf the treasures 

fo the Sh6s6in are what have gener~liy beert' designated as "Nara designs," a term 

elucidated by·Dr. Chuta Ito.4' We shall here confine ourselves strictly to the con-
• 

sideration of the designs with strong western elements in the textile fabrics of the 

Sh6s6in. 

Let us first exami~e the design of a hunting scene which strongly embodies the 

peculiarities of the Nara design, shown in Plate VIII-I. This is a hunting scene 

on silk brocade on a blue ground.5l Within one-half of the circle formed by small 

I ) A. Griinwedel :. Alto-Kutscha. Tafel XXX. 

2 ) J. Griffiths: The Paintings in the Buddhist Cave Temple of Ajanta Vol. I. p 11. Fig. 19. 

3 ) Shigeo Kishibe: cf. (32). 

4 ) Chuta Ito. cf. (14). 

5 ) Gomotsu Jodai Senshokumon :'jij ¥,J J::: ~-~ ~ 5(. (Textile Fabrics of the 7th and 8th Centuries 
in the Imperial Collection) Part 3. Published by the Imperial Household Museum in Tokyo. 
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roundels an equestrian bunter and a lion are placed on either side of the tree stani;l

ing in the middle, with two running deer vis-a-vis above the tree and two standing 

deer facing each other, one on either side of the tree. The other half of the circle 

sho\vs the mirror-reflection of this design. The circle is surrounded by grape-vine 

scrolls, and adorned by long-tailed birds. It belongs to the same type of design 

as that on silk brocade with four guardian deities pg X.:E3tj]HrJ451 preserved in the 

Horyuji :iYionastery, but this has greater flow and life in _the lines. · Scholars agree 

that this type of design originated from the textile fabrics of the Sassanian dynasty 

in Persia, and therefore it is unnecessary to dwell upon the point any further. But 

for the sake of reference, a similar design on brocade in the pos:Session of the 

Kunstgewerbe Museum-in Berlin_is here reproduced in Plate VIII-2. 461 

Another characteristic of the 'Nara design consists of bifds and beasts within 

circles of small roundels or within floral scrolls. Plate IX-1 reproduc~s tht: design 

on the arm-rest of silk brocade with phoenix on a purple ground~ it!! ll :Jl:b~ffl1ilV if,t\, 

, and Plate X-2 shows a Persi~n fabric41 of the 6th century in the_ possess.ion- of the 

Vatican. By a careful comparison of the .two we may see that the des.ign on the 

arm-rest has be<:::n developed from the western design and refined. We know.that 

a large quantity of textile fabrics was imported at that time from western countries 

by the rrierchants of Persia, Arabia, etc. There is a passage to the following effect 

in the Hai-Jen Hsien Tf7en-chin Fu /fjJ, A ,l\ltJt&iil!ml; by Lr CHUNG-FANG*"' m of the 

T'ang dynasty: 

HThe fellg dances and the Juan soa.1;s. Or striding to and fro they caress their 

wings. Flowers and leaves in profusion form intricate designs. Illuminating 

the ground, these flowers seem to ~end and break. A rainbow appears to be 

drinking from the shore and djviding its colours." 

I ) Yonekichi Miyake: Ko!(ogaku Kenkyu ~- 1~1 ~ !lfF ~ (Archaeological Studies). Dr. Miyake 

· pointed out in the early days that the silk brocade with four guardian deities was of western design. 

2) 0. Falke: Decorative Si[ks. Many examples are shown in this book. 

3) See Sh6s6in Zuroku, Vol. III. 

4) See 0. Falke. cf. (46). 
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This description in the ode reflects the flourishing state in, which the importa

tion of textile fabrics from the western countries was carried on. 

A design showing a symmetrical arrangement of birds and beasts on either 

side of a standing tr,ee was in great vr:gue in the Far EaSt about the ·sth century. 

The popularity of this type of design caused a simple method for dyeing similar 

designs to be devised. The art of kyokechi ?iii ic~ (Chinese chia-hsieh), a method of 

dyeing in which the silk was folded double and cramped between two. boards with 

. perforated designs and then dyed, was invented in the T'ang Court in the reign of 

the· Emperor HsUang Tsung "Jrffe.1l Pla,te- IX-3 shOws a screen ·panel in the 

Sh6s6in with a pair of -deer dyed by the kyokechi" method. 2l By comparing this 

with the PerSian ii:xtile sample3l of about the Sth:centuty, reproduced in Plate IX-

4, the- development ·of the design will suggest itself. Exa_mples of this type -bf de

sign are too -nU.ffierous, both in the East and the West, to be en·umernted here. 

A. design consisting of a single bird or' beast urtder a tree·was\i:lso very popular 

at that time. A 'screen panel in 'the Repository with an elephant design dyed in the · 

rokechi M,j!fJi method (batik) is ree>roduced in Plate X-I."" If this be compared 

with tbe Sassanian fabric5l preserved in a Spanish Church-in Berlin, reproduced in· 

Plate X-2, and the Byzallti11e fabric6l in the possession of the Kunstgewerbe 

1fuseum in Berli.ti, both with an elephant design, the 6rigfn of this design will 

suggest itself, In s·ome instances a human 'figure has been substituted for the 'bird 

or beast, as may be seen in the famous screen panels in the Sh6s6in, each with the 

desigh -of a lady under· the tree decorated ·with ,-bird's feather. Designs_ Similar to 

those, o'n the textile fabrics are s':1.0wn on various other Objects in, the Repository, 

especially on the backs of mirrors. But as I once wrote on this subject7l I sha.11 

i 
r ) T'ang Yii Lin jg ~;j;t by Wang Tang .:f ~1 of the T'ahg dynasty. 

2) See S/16s6in Zuroku, Vol. II. 

3) 0. Falke. cf. (46). 

4) See Sh6s6in Zurolu,, Vol. II. 

5) 0. Falke. d. {46). 

6) Ibid. 

7) "Western Designs on the Backs o: Mirrors." By the author. (Shigaku 3:~, Vol. 4, No. r.) 
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refrain from repeating myself here. 

Before ·concluding, however, I.wish to call the attention of my readers to one 

more example of a design selected froni among the Imperial treasures other than 

thos~ on textile fabrics. Reproduced in Plate XI-I is one- of the- six stone slabs 

with- the twelve signs of the zodiac kepf in the North Section of the.Repository. 

The.design rep1:esents a dog and ·a boar in low relief. Preserved with these slabs 

.are two. similar slabs carved with shishin [IT] ~r!1, or fou±: deities: the one •with a blue 

dragon-and red phoenix representing the east_.and- _squth; the other ·with a whit·e 

tiger. and a tort6ise-in the coils: of a· snake symbolizing the west and· north. The 

desigri on each cif. these -slabs conSists of two- animals with the curved lines Of 

·honeysuCkle and cloud scrolls intermingled. The animals ate represented in ·ah 

active yet peaceful mood; At One time theSe slahs_ were beHeved to Correspond to 

the item-----,-(' 16 white st6ne. \veights "-'menticined in the Todai.Ji Kenmotsucho ... But 

today they are supposed to be a sort of panelling used in architecture.11 Perhaps 

this last st~pposition is correct. The design· of two animals intermingled has com

monly been used in Scy_thil:l:P. and Satni.,atia:n.art, which seems to have exerted a fair 

degree _of inB.tiE:.qce on the· Chinesi/a,rt, of the_- Han ~nd t:q.e·· Six Dynasties.21 Bi.1t 

they are, almost without exception, represented struggling or biting each other-in 

a, qui~e different mood from that on our slabs. So it is difficult to detect the 

sCythian influence on the design of these matble slabs carved with the twelve sig.ns 

of the zodiac. However, a simiiar design may be seei1 in the painting on the ceil

ing panels of the Ajanta Caves in India31 shown in Plate XI-I and 2. The way 

these animals are depicted as ~sporting among honeysuckle sCtoll_s is interesting. 

There is something here akin to the carving of tl:.e twelve·signs of the zodiac and 

the four deities on our stone slabs. It has already ;Jeen pointed out by Dr. Ito that 

the origin of the floral scroll designs carved on the side of the stelae of the T'ang 

r) See ShtJsOin Zuroku, Vol. IV. 
2) M.' Rostovtzeff: Inlaid Bmnzes of the Han Dynasty. Sucji Umehara: A Study of the Nor

them Type of Ancient Civilization. 

3) J. Griffths. cf. (41\ 
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dynasty is to be traced to India and to other countries of Western Asia.u It rnay' 

be that the four deities and the twelve signs of the zodia,c urid_er consideration 

reveal the influence of India. 

There was frequent intercourse betWeen China under the T'ang dynasty and 

Japan at about the time of the: Nara perio'd. China was then in intimate relations 

with Western Asia, bur history, as well as theirs; are explicit on these points. It 

is not to be wondered at, the'refore, that the cultures· of the East and-West should 

have influenced each other spiritually as well. as materially. I have made but a 

meagre attempt to present one or two observa#ons on· this point by citing_ the Im:.. 

perial tr_easures in the Sh0s6in,which.eri.able us to trace specifically·the interc~anges 

which wei:e made between the eastern and western Cultures. It was in· a way 

natural.that a foreign visitor~to the Sh6s6in should once have remarked after ex

amining the treasures 'there that he Was amazed for having felt as if he had_ gonfi 

t_hrough a museum in his Owh country. 

1 ) Chuta Ito: cf. (14). 

(Original in Japanese in the TOZAI KOS HO SHIRON, 

published by the Shigakkwai; revised dfid translat,d) 


